Subfunctionalization via adaptive evolution influenced by genomic context: the case of histone chaperones ASF1a and ASF1b.
Gene duplication is regarded as the main source of adaptive functional novelty in eukaryotes. Processes such as neo- and subfunctionalization impact the evolution of paralogous proteins where functional divergence is frequently key to retain the gene copies. Here, we examined antisilencing function 1 (ASF1), a conserved eukaryotic H3-H4 histone chaperone, involved in histone dynamics during replication, transcription, and DNA repair. Although yeast feature a single ASF1 protein, two paralogs exist in most vertebrates, termed ASF1a and ASF1b, with distinct cellular roles in mammals. To explain this division of tasks, we integrated evolutionary and comparative genomic analyses with biochemical and structural approaches. First, we show that a duplication event at the ancestor of jawed vertebrates, followed by ASF1a relocation into an intron of the minichromosome maintenance complex component 9 (MCM9) gene at the ancestor of tetrapods, provided a different genomic environment for each paralog with marked differences of GC content and DNA replication timing. Second, we found signatures of positive selection in the N- and C-terminal regions of ASF1a and ASF1b. Third, we demonstrate that regions outside the primary interaction surface are key for the preferential interactions of the human paralogs with distinct H3-H4 chaperones. On the basis of these data, we propose that ASF1 experienced subfunctionalization shaped by the adaptation of the genes to their respective genomic context, reflecting a case of genomic context-driven escape from adaptive conflict.